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Topic: **THE MOTHER OF ALL THREADS** who do u think should play wonder
woman
Subject: Re: who do u think should play wonder woman
Posted by: matrixblur
Posted on: 2005/6/14 7:26:10

Quote:
She looks like she is taking a dump when she sings... I can only imagine what would happen if
someone shot bullets at her... run Daisey... RUN

 ya, know hes right! I just saw her sing. What's up wit that? 

Quote:
Doesn't she have a sister? She could play Wondergirl, they could make constipation faces together

If an audiance was forced to endure this, They would not be the only ones constipated and making
faces.

Yeah, no doubt. JS has one of the tightest bodies I have ever seen. Fabulous even. Unfortunatley
trying to convince the masses that "chicken-of-the-sea Blondie", could pull-off the roll of a strong
American Icon like WW, is like trying to pass Paris Hilton off as a nun.
I like that we're startin to think outside the box, though. Its hard for me to picture blondes in the role,
but there are probably some really good canidates out there.

I still say Tiffany-Amber-Theisson (or whatever the hell she is callin herself these days)
is the next face for Wonder Woman. Body too. can't forget the body. Have you seen her lately. Rowf!
all growed up! 

but to me, she has the most important feature that all the other canidates are missing. When Lynda
Carter would smile, my knees would wobble.
Not since, have I seen anyone come close. Until Tif. She did a short-lived series on FOX (cant
remember name) but she looked fantastic, and kicked but too! dare say her acting was bearable too!
But that smile.....
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 LONG LIVE THE EVERLASTING THREAD!!!!!
mmmmuuuuuuuhahahahahahhahahahahaaaa.....!!!!!
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